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For the Homeowner 
by Alfred W. Boicourt 
By now you should have received your 1972 
seed catalogs . If not, then you should send for your 
copy. Seed firms frequently cross off your name 
from their malllng list when you do not order seeds 
the past season . 
Every home gardener wltij a plot of land 
should resolve to sow or plant flowers this year. 
Really , for the enjoyment received, you seldom 
can go wrong with annual flowers for the money 
and time spent. The "trick" ls to sow not more 
than 10 different kinds so that you will have large, 
bold masses of color in your flower borders. Then 
if you have any extra plants after thinning, you 
can trade with your neighbor. 
Many home gardeners become too enthusias-
tic when leafing through the colorful catalogs and 
thus order more seeds than space or time allows. 
You can avoid this by first spending one evening in 
your local library, obtaining planting suggestions 
from the many books on flower gardening. 
My favorites are sweet alyssum, French mari-
gold , petunia , and zinnia. Petunia and French 
marigold should be started early in a greenhouse. 
Unless you have the proper faclllties, it is better 
to buy your plants. ·However, they can be sown in 
May directly in the flower border for late summer 
bloom. Zinnia seems to come along about as fast 
when sown as compared to seedling plants. 
If you tried and failed with your 1971 garden, 
then you should spend more time this spring on 
soil preparation. A good soil mixture ls the key to 
successful gardening. First , apply lime if you 
haven ' t added any last year. Second, apply 3 to 
8 bushels of organic matter to every 100 square 
feet before spading or rototilling. Also apply a gen-
eral purpose garden fertilizer at the rate of 5 
pounds per 1000 square feet. Lack of water and nu-
trients will result in stunted growth. 
Unfortunately, some gardeners do not follow 
a plan with the result that shrubs, trees and flow-
ers are often hurriedly planted in poor spots . When 
spring comes, all available time ls used in correct-
ing the mistakes of the previous year. 
As a guide, ask yourself these questions : 
1. As you look at your home from the street or 
road does the foundation planting blend the house 
in with its surroundings? 
2. Do the existing plants focus your attention to 
the main entrance? In other words, are the corner 
shrubs or evergreens taller than those planted at 
the main entrance? 
3. Are there trees at least 50' apart along the 
street to frame your views to the house? 
4. Can you easily see the backyard from the 
street? Could a tree or group of shrubs or ever-
greens be planted diagonally off each corner of 
the front of the house? Or, would you rather see 
the boundary plantings on each side enlarged in 
front of the house to screen off the backyard? Per-
haps there are already too many plants and a 
fence might be more feasible for obtaining privacy. 
5. Is your property designed for easy mainten-
ance? Does a spotty planting of shrubs in your 
lawn increase your mowing time? Could they be 
moved back along the boundaries to give a more 
spacious lawn area? 
6. Is there a tree that will shade the kitchen and 
dining area in the morning? Is there a tree to shade 
the bedrooms in late afternoon? 
7. Design of the rear yard depends upon your 
age or the ages of the children. Generally, swings, 
basketb_all practice net, sandbox, etc. , can be lo-
cated in the service area containing the garage, 
back door, garbage can, clothes yard, salad garden 
and driveway. Are these units grouped together on 
your property? 
SHEPARD SOD CO., INC. 
EAST WINDSOR HILL, CONN. 200 SULLIVAN AVENUE 
OVER 350 ACRES OF QUALITY TURFGRASS GROWN UNDER CONTROLLED CONDI-
TIONS FOR SUN OR SHADE, GOOD OR POOR SOIL, GOLF COURSES, HOME LAWNS, 
ATHLETIC FIELDS, HIGHWAY BEAUTIFICATION AND BUSINESS OR INDUSTRIAL USE. 
• MERION BLUEGRASS • PENN CROSS BENT • 0217 FYLKING BLUEGRASS 
• MERION MIXTURES • SHADE MIXTURES • PASTURE & FIELD SOD 
• ATHLETIC MIX 
WE ALSO GROW SOD UNDER CONTRACT ACCORDING TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS ! 
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Slow-Re/ease Fertilizer for Lawns 
By Dr. Robert W. Schery, Director 
The Lawn Institute 
Fortunately, most plant life, and certainly good 
lawngrasses (such as the outstanding new blue-
grasses and fine fescues), are a tolerant lot. They 
adapt very well to diverse growing conditions, and 
to varying modes of care. Indeed, few species 
would qualify as "top crops" for any use if tem-
peramental! 
It is more important with the favorite lawn-
grasses-be they bluegrasses in the north or ber-
mudas in the south, fescues in the shade or peren-
nial ryegrasses for quick cover-that they be fer-
tilized at all rather than exactly what the fertili-
zer analysis should be used. 
The disastrous effects from failure to fertilize 
are perhaps seen more often on roadside berms 
than with lawns. Highway departments often find 
they cannot "afford" to fertilize except at plant-
ing time; really, if turf performance was reck-
oned, more of a case could be made showing that 
they can't afford not to fertilize. 
But many a scrawny lawn also attests to fail-
ure to fertilize adequately, and one need only look 
to the golf green (tended by the finest turf crafts-
men) to see how important a regular fertilization 
program is. 
Even such a stalwart as Highland bentgrass, 
workhorse volunteer cover in the Pacific North-
west, and useful for bolstering lawns where cli-
mate (and low mowing) favors bentgrass, is much 
more impressive if fertilized during cooler wea-
ther. 
Incidentally, presentations given at recent 
Turfgrass Sprinkler Irrigation Conferences make 
it apparent that there is increasing opportunity 
for liquid turf fertilizers applied routinely through 
irrigation apparatus! 
Liquid feedings are practical for lawns in ur-
ban areas, often made quite simply with nothing 
more than a sprinkling can. However insoluble 
materials (the basis for slow-release action) are 
difficult to disperse in water around the home, so 
that liquid fertilizer had best be reserved for times 
of the year when soluble nitrogen is appropriate-
especially in the cool of autumn in bluegrass lawn-
land. 
Larger scale commercial and roadside appli-
cations of insoluble measured-release fertilizers 
can be made with modern hydraulic apparatus 
(the Hydroseeders or Hydro Mulchers). These are 
designed with strong pumps that permit spraying 
a slurry (which may include plant food as well as 
seed, and often a fiber mulch). 
Some roadside seeding specs call for at least 
half the fertilizer nitrogen to be of the slow-release 
ureaform type. 
Research people are quick to point out that if 
similar follow-up feedings were made to public 
turf each year or two, the nation would sport much 
finer awards probably requiring less upkeep. 
Of course lawns must be fertilized to be at 
their best, especially now that new cultivars are 
bred for at least a modest level of attention. These 
new grasses are selected to resist disease in sum-
mer, and thus can profit from heavier feeding than 
was the case with traditional varieties. 
Even so, heavy stimulation by nitrogen in hot 
weather brings grief; most of the leading lawn 
fertilizers are formulated with at least half of the 
nitrogen as ureaform ( UF). Even the mass mar-
keters are becoming quite sophisticated these 
days, seeking safety and quality in their branded 
garden fertilizers . 
The consumer is more ecologically aware than 
ever before, and is apt to be more demanding of 
performance, less tolerant of lawn burning. Sears 
is a case in point: Sears' premium 30-3-6 "season-
long" fertilizer states on the bag that all of its ni-
trogen comes from Nitroform UF! 
Of course other materials release nitrogen at a 
metered rate besides UF; the natural organics, 
and the newer IBDU are two familiar sources. By 
and large the low analysis organics are bulky to 
ship, and among the synthetics only UF has been 
thoroughly put to the practical test over a period 
of years. 
Tailor-made UF has proven clean, non-caustic, 
pleasant to handle and uniform in composition. 
UF feeding is especially appropriate for lawns in 
summer, when a slow pace of nitrogen release 
avoids over-stimulation of the grass (and the ills 
that then result.) Nor will there be scorching of 
the grass from water-insoluble-nitrogen (WIN). 
The familiar cautions about fertilizing a lawn 
only when the grass is dry, or "watering-in" the 
_ fertilizer immediately after application, gener-
ally can be overlooked with UF fertilizers. Even 
if UF is misapplied tenfold the recommended 
strength (usually one pound elemental nitrogen 
to the thousand square feet), the lawn is not apt 
to be harmed. 
Of course, complete fertilizers (containing phos-
phorus and potassium salts as well as nitrogen) 
could cause some burn from the likes of potassium 
chloride. 
WIN nitrogen is released to the soil for plant us -
age, only as soil microorganisms break down the 
UF molecules . These are synthesized from urea-
form and urea, by polymerization under cataly-
sis and carefully controlled slow cure. 
The molecular length of the ureaform polymers 
can be regulated so as to provide for release of ni-
trogen at a pace suited to plant uptake. Fractions 
of shorter molecular length are rather quickly 
mineralized, while longer polymers may require 
months or even years for breakdown. 
Ordinarily formaldehyde molecules are main-
tained about twice as abundant as urea in the poly-
merizing mixture, for making methylene ureas 
of low molecular weight best suited to the desired 
rate of biological breakdown. If urea is excessive, 
plastic-like resins may result which remain insol-
uble almost indefinitely and are worthless as a 
plant food. 
Fertilizer UF typically contains some polymer 
about 2-3 urea units to the molecule, other 4 to 5 
urea units long, and a fraction that will likely have 
7 to 8 urea units to the molecule. Usually these 
three fractions are about equally abundant. 
The fraction consisting of smaller polymers is 
readily acted upon by the soil "bugs", and will 
provide some immediate availability during the 
first week or two. 
Before this fraction plays out the microorgan-
isms will decompose the intermediate-length frac-
tion, which provides approximately 15 percent of 
its weekly nitrogen from about the third week. 
The lengthy fraction may not decompose for sev-
eral months and its breakdown may extend into 
the second or even third years. 
Dr. Hays, of Hercules Inc., estimates that 65 
percent of ureaform nitrogen becomes available 
the first year, an additional 25 percent the second 
year, and a residual 10 percent the third year. 
After three years of continuous use, obviously 
there will be 100 percent retrieval of nitrogen (al-
though coming from portions applied in three dif-
ferent years). 
Environmental factors affecting microbial ac-
tivity greatly influence the rate at which UF ni-
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trogen becomes available. Since soil life is much 
more active in summer (when the soil tempera-
ture ranges between 60 degrees F and 90 degrees 
F), mineralization then is greatly speeded com-
pared to times of the year when the soil is either 
very cold or very hot (as might be sun-baked, bare 
soil in summer) . And since microorganisms are 
typically aerobic, good aeration and soil drainage 
enhance nitrogen release. 
The availability of organic foods for the "soil 
bugs", trace minerals, pH, etc., all influence am-
monification and nitrification of UF to a degree. 
Experience indicates that UF nitrogen release 
may be less efficient on alkaline soils in the West 
than on neutral and mildly acid soils in more hu-
mid regions. 
Even the size of the UF granules influences a-
vailability; as with any material, a finely ground 
product is more easily acted upon than a coarser 
one, simply because there is more surface availa-
ble. Other than the nitrogen released, the only ele-
ments in UF are carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, 
familiar components of carbohydrates, them-
selves a source of energy for soil microorganisms. 
Nitrogen released from UF may have a mild 
acidifying influence, but there is nothing in the UF 
molecule to build up toxicity in the soil. 
A familiar human tendency is to feel that "if 
a little is good, a lot is better." This is too often 
true with home use of fertilizer. An inexperienced 
homeowner may feel that a bag of high analysis 
fertilizer (even though the bag states the area it 
is meant to cover) is mighty small fare for a whole 
lawn, and will spread two or three bags. Or he may 
not see immediate results from a treatment (per-
haps due to repressive drought, unfavorable tem-
perature, etc.) and undertake a second feeding 
without waiting for the benefits from the first. If 
this occurs just before a hot, muggy spell of wea-
ther, real trouble can arise. 
Almost all turfgrasses are much more suscep-
tible to diseases in hot weather if over-stimulated 
with nitrogen or subjected to an unbalanced feed-
ing program. Loss of turf from such a cause will 
be minimal where UF is the source of nitrogen; 
UF stimulates grass only mildly, and some lawn-
keepers may even feel "gypped" noting lack of 
immediate stimulation by a UF fertilizer as com-
pared to soluble one. (But, they will be gratified 
later for not having weakened the grass with a 
"feast-and-famine" cycle). 
Of course nitrogen is essential for plant growth, 
since, among other things, the element is an inte-
gral component of protein. If insufficient nitrogen 
is available, grass becomes spindly and yellowish; 
the sod thins, and weeds invade. At the other ex-
treme, overstimulation encourages lush foliage at 
(Continued on Page .6) 
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the expense of underground parts, and grass be-
comes susceptible to hazards ranging from disease 
to poor wear-resistance and even frost damage. 
Sometimes an oversupply of soluble nitrogen 
may prove more than the plant can absorb or the 
soil fix, and there will be some wastage through 
leaching or run-off. This is becoming more and 
more of a concern in the present era of environ-
mental awareness, what with nutrients washing 
into streams and lakes, causing eutrophication. 
Actually, very little eutrophication results from 
fertilizer applied to lawns, nutrient losses from 
which are trivial in comparison to the huge am-
ounts engendered by normal urban waste. 
But today's "instant ecologists" like to con-
demn most anything, and fertilizers are lumped 
right along with detergents. Slow-release fertil -
6 
izer at least offers some counter argument, and 
may have public relations appeal; there is little 
chance for harm even from gross spillage of UF. 
Slow-release nitrogen balances nicely the quick 
stimulation from soluble materials such as nitrate 
and ammonium salts. Fertilizers containing both 
are especially appropriate for autumn and early 
spring use (at which time the slow-release char-
acteristic is less important than it would be in hot 
weather, and when some immediate stimulation 
from solubles can be advantageous). 
In all events, the development and perfection 
of slow-release lawn fertilizers has had a whole-
some effect on the industry , proving that a scien-
tific approach to yield a technologically advanced 
product is possible , and that the industry is pro-
gressively looking to the best interests of the na-
tion's gardeners . 
E. ROSS SAWTELLE 
p905- 1964) 
CHESTER M. SAWTELLE 
SAWTELLE BROTHERS 
Telephone Danvers 
Area Code 61 7 
774-4200 JCT. ROUTES 128 & 62 
DANVERS, MASSACHUSETTS 
- Over 35 Year! Experience -
Turf Mainlc~ance Equipment and Supplies for Golf Courses - Park Departments - Estates - Airports - Highwoys - Cemeteries - Schools ond Colleges - lnstitutior 
----------.:.: -==-·- - :_.----;:--;---~ . 
1121 WASHINGTON STREET, WEST NEWTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02165 I TELEPHONE : (617) 244-7900 
TORO• REEL, ROTARY. GANG MOWERS. TRACTORS, SNOW THROWERS. UNDERGROUND IRRIGATION SYSTEMS• 
Ml LORGANITE FERTILIZER• FUNGICIDES• HERBICIDES• INSECTICIDES •BUCKNER SPRINKLERS• SMITHCO 
SPRAYERS AND UTILITY TRUCKS• RYAN TURF TOOLS• GIANT LEAF VACS •BLOWERS AND TRUCK L,OADERS 
- Reprinted from Science. Vol. 774. 72 Nov. 7977 . pp. 6 62-665 @ 79 7 7 
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Sanity in Research and Evaluation of Environmental Health 
How to achieve a realistic evaluation (in seven commandments). 
H. E. Stokinger 
Early in 1969, before the methyl mercury story 
broke into headlines, I presented a Cummings 
Memorial Lecture titled, "The Spectre of Today' s 
Environmental Pollution-U.S.A. Brand-New 
Perspectives from an Old Scout" ( 1.). I attempted 
a sane and realistic , comprehensive toxicologic 
evaluation of the potential hazards to human 
health from man-made and natural environmental 
pollutants (except radiation) in air, water, and 
food, based on their occurrence in the continental 
United States then and in the foreseeable future . 
The evaluation was made on a " before and after" 
consideration of all those substances about which 
health-oriented groups had expressed concern. 
After a considered appraisal of the available facts , 
I judged the validity of the concern for each 
individual pollutant. 
Of 18 major pollutants or groups of pollutants 
from all sources (air, water, and food) combined , 
only eight were reevaluated as potentially hazard-
ous , and not all of these with the same degree of 
certainty . There was no question , for example, of 
the deleterious effects of environmental nitrates 
(and nitrites ) on infants and on genetically hyper-
susceptible Alaskan Eskimos and Indians , but the 
hazards to public health of "hard" water consti-
tuents , while suggestive, were far from proven . 
Respiratory irritants (particularly oxidants) and 
carcinogens from all three environmental sources , 
either alone or in combination with respiratory irri-
tants , headed the list as pollutants of primary con-
cern; yet pesticides of all types, as well as terato-
gens and mutagens , as found in the three environ-
mental sources, were conspicuously absent from 
the list. Asthmagens were not absent. 
What has the record shown since? The pesticide 
The author is chairman of the Th reshold Limits Committee of 
t he Am e rica n Confe re nce of Government a l Ind us tria l 
Hygienists , chairman of the Subcomm ittee on Toxicology of 
the Public Healt h Service Drinking Water Standards, and 
chairman of the National Research Council' s Committee on 
Toxicology. He is a lso chief of the Laboratory of Toxicology and 
P athology in the National Insti tute for Occupational Safety and 
Health , U.S. Department of Health , Education, and Welfare , 
Cincinnat i, Ohio 45202. 
DDT[l, 1, l-trichloro-2, 2 bis( p-chlorophenyl) 
ethane] and the herbicide 2, 4, 5-T (2, 4, 5,-trich-
lorophenoxy-acetic acid) were, on first action, 
banned from further use , as were all uses of or-
ganic mercurials as pesticides. Swordfish has been 
removed from sale, although people may still eat 
fish, just as they have since before the time of 
Christ (2) .. Cyclamates have gone, and monoso-
dium glutamate is on its way out. Nitrilotriacetic 
acid (NTA ), the soap industry's dream substitute 
for the polyphosphates that the industry itself 
banned from laundry detergents, was summarily 
prohibited on fragile and provocative evidence (3). 
Detergent enzymes appear to be on their way out. 
Potato chips . may be next because of their 
increased solanin content , caused by dehydration 
of hot fat. 
What next? If man is prohibited from consuming 
foodstuffs because of their content of natural tox-
ins , where will it end? Honey contains the potent 
gray-anotoxins (given intraperitoneally, a dose 
lethal to 50 percent of the animals tested is approx-
imately 1 milligram per kilogram) (4). German 
raisins have been found to be teratogenic (5) , while 
caffeine (6) and tannin are tumorigenic (7); nut-
meg, parsley, and dill are highly toxic because of 
their myristicin and apiole contents (8). Vitamin C 
has produced tumors in mice (9). 
The following rules, if followed, should go far in 
improving the criteria and standards for judging 
environmental pollution, as well as making them 
less worrisome to those who are being protected 
and more acceptable to those who must comply. 
Commandment 1 
Standards must be based on scientific facts, real-
istically derived, and not on political feasibility ,ex-
pedience, emotion of the moment, or unsupported 
information. If necessary data are not available, 
studies should be made to supply them. 
Meanwhile, provisional , tentative, or best 
judgment standards, clearly marked and 
recognized as such, should be proposed, but only 
upon definite need. If the need is not there , it is 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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better to withhold until such time as the facts are 
in. 
This commandment poses relatively few diffi-
culties for drinking water standards. Based on the 
accepted average daily intake of 2 liters per person 
(in the United States), and primarily on human 
health or esthetic considerations, standards have 
been and can be determined reasonably well. For 
toxic food contaminants, the problems are more 
numerous but not unresolvable. In this case, be-
cause of widely varied eating habits, realistic eval-
uation of the facts (generally derived from 
animals) requires more erring on the side of 
common sense than on the side of the 
overprotection complex that seems to have 
captivated the thinking of those committed to 
setting tolerances. In the case of air pollutants, 
scientific facts for each of the multiple criteria 
(for example, human health, nuisance, crop and 
vegetation damage, surface erosion, and soiling) 
must be carefully developed and painstakingly ass-
essed before air quality standards are proposed 
' and decisions are made about which of the 
multiple criteria the standards rest on. 
In selecting criteria on which to base standards 
for the prevention of diseases caused by more than 
one factor, the temptation to ascribe an effect of 
questionable significance and doubtful connection 
to a pollutant, merely because that pollutant was 
selected for investigation, must not be yielded to. 
All too often in the past this commandment has not 
been followed, particularly in those cases in which 
a disease entity was not sharply defined or when 
there was a paucity of data on it. 
Further compounding the difficulties of arriving 
at scientifically based standards is the modish pro-
cedure of "consenus" standards, in which indivi-
duals from all walks of life have their say through 
public hearings, citizens' advisory committees, 
and Senate investigating committees. But when all 
the statements have been heard and judgements 
and opinions sifted, the tenets of commandment 1 
sl;lould prevail, with the added proviso of 
commandment 2. 
Commandment 2 
All standards, guides, limits, and so on, as well 
as the criteria on which they are based, must be 
completely documented. In such documentation it 
must be made emphatically clear on what basis a 
given standard rests. This must not only be done in 
a formal, written document, but in the press and 
other forms of news media as well, thus preventing 
the public from becoming unnecessarily or unduly 
alarmed. For example, in all the public announce-
ments of the banning of DDT, it was never made 
clear that it was not for protecting human health, 
but for protecting such endangered species as os-
8 
prey, bald eagle, and other fowl. Similarly, in the 
confiscation of canned tuna in 1970, no effort was 
made to evaluate for the public the degree of haz-
ard or the margin of safety in eating the fish. Pos-
itive assurance should be given those with the high-
est fish intake <those on prescribed tuna diets for 
reducing) that, for a given intake, there is a given 
margin of safety ( 10). 
Similar clear and properly phrased disclosures 
should be made for the bases of air quality criteria 
and standards. Most criteria and proposed stan-
dards that have been developed thus far tend to be 
misleading either (i) through juxtaposing state-
ments first by stating what exposure at unrealis-
tically high levels can do to human health, direct-
ly followed by the proposed standard at an unre-
lated, extremely low level (11), when in reality it 
is corrosion, plant damage, or something else on 
which the standard rests or (ii ) through assessing 
the data that comprise the criteria with unwar-
ranted bias, a practice which can lead to needless-
ly overprotective levels (12 ). This is not to infer 
that the levels are incorrect on a "consensus" ba-
sis , but that they have been erroneously depicted. 
Commandment 3 
Avoid the establishment of unnecessarily severe 
standards. This admonishment runs against the 
current tide of boiling popular enthusiasm for 
cleaning pollution up completely. But it is time 
that popular enthusiasm cool down, to recognize 
the consequences of establishing goals instead of 
standards. The following instances illustrate and 
support my stand. 
The townspeople of Fallon , Nevada, as well as re-
sidents on a nearby Navy base, were gravely con-
cerned for their health when on 16 February 1969 
the state's health officer informed the mayor that 
Fallon's water supply (which is exclusively well 
water) has consistently contained levels of arsenic 
in excess of 0.05 milligram per liter, which is 
considered the " mandatory" limit by the United 
States Public Health Service . Analyses of the well 
waters in the area for arsenic confirmed this 
statement. Depending on the season, 
concentrations of arsenic ranged from 0.05 to 0.22 
milligram per liter, from June 1963 to June 1968. 
Despite a survey by the county medical society 
and the mayor's subsequent statement that the 
town's population had been drinking the water for 
28 years without any known cases of arsenic poi-
soning; despite the fact that some of the people con-
cerned were over 70 years of age; · and despite the 
Attorney General's ruling, after public hearings 
with expert testimony, that there is no evidence 
that the drinking water of Fallon is harmful (a find-
ing in consonance with that of the National 
Research Council's Committee on Toxicology, 
(Continued on Page 13) 
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... now available from 
LOFTS! 
Here are three new grass seeds-coming right behind 
Lofts' phenomenally successful ban_o)h Kentucky 
Bluegrass! The University of Rhode Island developed 
all three ... and Lofts will market them. 
JAMESTOWN 
Red Fescue 
(Chewings Type) 
New improved variety 
particularly adapted 
for close mowing. 
Uniform texture, 
dark, rich color. 
Ideal for golf course 
tees, fairways and 
aprons. Shade tolerant. 
Available Spring '72. 
KINGSTOWN 
Velvet Bent 
The only velvet 
bentgrass commercially 
available in the U.S. 
for achieving the 
finest-textured 
golf greens. 
Available Fall '72. 
EXETER 
Colonial Bent 
Highly resistant to 
disease, drought, mold. 
Greens up earlier, stays 
green better in summer. 
Ideal for fairways alone 
or in combination with 
other grasses. 
Available Spring '72. 
Also ask about 
• baron Kentucky Bluegrass 
• Manhattan Turf-type Perennial Ryegrass 
• Fylking 0217 Kentucky Bluegrass 
• Highlight Chewings Fescue 
• Barenza Perennial Ryegrass 
Lofts Pedigreed Seed, Inc. 
LOFTS 
For information and pricing, write or call: 
Lofts / New England Chanderlin Seed Co. 
20 Beck Road Div.of Lofts Pedigreed Seed, Inc. 
Arlington , Mass. 02174 Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 
Ray Bentley John Morrissey 
Call collect (617) 648-7550 Call collect (201) 356-8702 
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 / (201) 356-8702 
Great Western Seed Co. 
P 0. Box 387 
Albany, Oregon 97321 · 
Larry McKennon 
Call co llect (503) 926-2636 
Stover Seed Co. 
598 Mateo Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90013 
David Knutson 
100A 
Call collect (213) 626-9668 
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1972 
TURF CONFERENCE 
"Better Turi Through Research and Education" 
March 1, 2, 3, 1972 
Highpoint Motor Inn, Chicopee Falls, Mass. 
(Exit 5-Mass. Turnpike) 
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 
-Morning-
11: 00 Registration-Lobby 
-Afternoon-
GENERAL SESSION 
Hall of Fame 
Chairman: Robert Grant, Superintendent 
Brae Burn Country Club 
1 :00 Welcome 
Dr. Ernest M. Buck 
Assistant Dean of Agriculture 
University of Massachusetts 
1: 15 The Superintendent-Buying and Selling 
Warren Bidwell, Manager-Golf Course 
& Grounds 
Congressional Country Club 
2:00 The Future Outlook for Pesticides 
C. L. Dunn 
Hercules, Inc. 
2:45 Break 
3:00 Possible Use of Garbage for Turf Fertilization 
Dr. Stephen Varro 
Ecology, Inc. 
3:45 Arsenic and Its Relation to the Environment 
4:30 
C.E. Kerr 
Rhodia, Inc. 
Chipman Division 
Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council 
Membership Meeting 
-Evening-
Free - A good time to look up old friends . 
THURSDAY, MARCH 2 
-Morning-
GOLF COURSE SESSION 
Hall of Fame 
Chairman: Brian Cowan, Superintendent 
Eastward Ho Country Club 
9 :30 Personnel Management 
Dr. William D. Tunis 
University of Massachusetts 
10:00 Simple Contracts 
Prof. Deane Lee 
University of Massachusetts 
10:30 
11:00 
11 :45 
1:00 
1:45 
2:30 
3:15 
3:30 
4: 15 
Letters and Reports 
Dwight Little 
University of Massachusetts 
Motivation 
Evan L. Lemley 
Rutgers University 
Lunch 
-Afternoon-
Mercury 
Leonard J. Goldwater, M.D. 
Duke University Medical Center 
Experiences with Mid-Atlantic Golf Course Turf 
Holman M. Griffin, Director 
USGA Green Section, Mid-Atlantic Region 
Experiences with Mid-Continent Golf Course 
Turf 
Lee Record, Director 
USGA Green Section, Mid-Continent Region 
Break 
Nitrogen-Water-Poa a nnua 
Dr. Eliot C. Roberts 
University of Rhode Island 
Programming Fertilization for Turf Vigor 
Dr. R. E. Schmidt 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
ALTERNATE SESSION-
Those not interested in golf course maintenance can at-
tend the Alternate Session on general turf management. 
9:30 
10: 15 
THURSDAY, MARCH 2 
AL TERNA TE SESSION 
Room ABC 
-Morning-
Chairman: Charles Mruk 
Hercules, Inc. 
Nursery Industry in Massachusetts, 
Commercial Aspects 
Palmer W. Bigelow 
Bigelow Nursery 
Tree Maintenance 
Prof. Gordon King 
University of Massac~usetts 
11:00 
11 :45 
Shrub Maintenance 
Prof. Harold Mosher 
University of Massachusetts 
Production Methods, Cost of Installation 
and Early Maintenance of Sod 
William Morgan 
Lunch 
-Afternoon-
1 :00 Maintenance Program at Callaway Gardens 
1:45 
2:30 
2:45 
3:30 
7:00 
Fred C. Galle 
Callaway Gardens 
Buildings and Grounds Maintenance in a 
Modern School System 
Joseph J. Bazzani, Director Bldgs. & Grnds. 
Great Neck Public School Adm. 
Break 
Contract Maintenance of Lawns 
Pat Lore 
Lawnamat Chemical & Equipment Corp. 
Turf Equipment Preventive Maintenance 
Cliff Hanson 
Toro Manufacturing Corp. 
Banquet 
-Evening-
Room ABC 
Possibility of Golf Greens on Mars-as Seen 
Through The Eyes of a Potential Astronaut 
Dean John Denison 
University of Massachusetts 
FRIDAY, MARCH 3 
GOLF COURSE SESSION 
Hall of Fame 
-Morning-
Chairman: Thomas Curran, Superintendent 
The Country Club 
9:30 Nutritional Investigations and Their Effects 
on Fine Turf 
Dr. R.L. Goss 
Washington State University 
10: 15 PURR-WICK Green Construction and Compari-
son 
11:00 
11 :45 
12:30 
Dr. William H. Daniel 
Purdue University 
Correcting Construction Deficiencies 
Frank Sirianni, Superintendent Golf Course 
Pennsylvania State University 
Unique Problems Related to Golf Course Turf 
Charles Wilson 
Milwaukee Sewage Commission 
Question Period 
Adjourn 
PLEASE BRING THIS PROGRAM WITH YOU. 
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Cooperative Extension Service, University of Massachusetts 
cooperating with United States Department of Agricul-
ture 
Issued by the Cooperative Extension Service, A.A. Spiel-
man, Director, in furtherance of the Acts of May 8 and 
June 30, 1914; University of Massachusetts, United States 
Department of Agriculture and County Extension Ser-
vices cooperating. 
Sponsored by 
Massachusetts Cooperative Extension Service 
Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council 
Golf Course Superintendents Association of New England 
CONFERENCE PLANNING COMMITTEE 
Golf Course Superintendents 
Association of New England 
Richard Blake 
Thomas Curran 
Lucien Duval 
Leon St. Pierre 
Massachusetts Turf and Lawn Grass Council 
Francis Downey 
Charles Mruk 
University of Massachusetts 
Joseph Troll, Chairman 
AQUA-GRO 
QUALITY BLENDED WETTING AGENT 
AQUA-T 
LOW COST BLENDED WETTING AGENT 
STOMA-SEAL 
CHEMICAL CONTROL OF WILT 
AQUA-GRO GRANULAR 
CONVENIENCE OF APPLICATION 
See Your Authorized Distributor 
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Today, when knowledgeab le agronomists talk about The 
Greening of Amer ica, they' re talking about Baron Kentucky 
Blueg rass-the remarka ble seed discovered in Hol land 
and now grown in Ameri ca exclusive ly by Lofts Oregon 
and Washington growers. 
Baron Bluegrass is unl ike anythi ng you've ever seen in 
quality Blueg rass seed. It germinates faster . Yet once 
germinated , it reaches a rich, green density that's ideal for 
sod, sports locations and prestigious lawns. 
Baron Bluegrass grows slowly and requires mowing less 
often. It can be cut as low as 314" beautifull y. The sturdy, 
broad blades interlock to make a " crisp" surface that 
holds a golf ba ll well on the fairway. The dense turf is 
winter hardy, has a fine winter color. And its leaves stay 
re latively unblemished by leafspot, rust or stripe smut. 
Baron is one of the few elite bluegrasses having stiff, 
relatively broad -bladed foliage , more pronounced in these 
respects even than Merion. It has a deep green color 
especially appeal ing to the American market. The 
reclining growth makes Baron suited to a low clipping 
height, so demanded these days for posh lawns, industrial 
properties and golf fairways. It is a vigoro us va ri ety, too, 
the seed sprout ing quickly, the rh izomes knitting a 
strong sod rapidly. All Baron seed is Certified Blue Tag, 
poa annua and bentgrass free . 
Baron, new rave in bluegrasses. Pencil points out 
to one of the abundant rhizomes from a culm 
cluster only 8 months old. 
For information and pricing, write or call: 
Lofts I New England 
20 Beck Road 
Arlington, Mass. 02174 
Ray Bentley 
Chanderlin Seed Co. 
Div. of Lofts Pedigreed Seed, Inc. 
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 
John Morrissey 
Great Western Seed Co. 
P.O. Box 387 
Albany, Oregon 97321 
Larry McKennon 
Dr. C. R. Skogley examines a st r ip of Baron sod. 
Dr. C. Rich ard Skog ley, Professor of Ag ronomy, Pl ant a nd Soil 
Sc ience at the Unive rsity o f Rhode Is land, reports: " In America, 
Ba ro n has perhaps been grown longer o n the prov ing grounds 
at Rh ode Island than at any other locale and has performed 
exceedingly we ll in o ur trials. It has co nsistently rated a mong the 
best. It resembles Merio n in m a ny respects but seems less subject 
to do llarspot a nd less demanding of f ert ili zation . So far we have 
seen no stripe smut , and leafspot inc idence has been light." 
Dr. Skogley has recentl y released from the Univers ity three new 
improved varieti es of grasses (na mely, Ja mestown, Red Fescue, 
Exeter Colonia l Bentgrass a nd Kingstown Velvet Bentgrass) . 
Exclusive North American Grower and Distributor: 
Lof ts Pedigreed S eed, Inc. 
Bound Brook, N.J. 08805 / (201) 356-8700 
Stover Seed Cn. 
598 Mateo Street 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90013 
David Knutson 
CANADA 
Ontario Seed 
Cleaners & Dealers, Ltd. 
Call collect (617) 648-7550 Call collect (201) 356-8702 Call collect (503) 926-2636 Call collect (213) 626-9668 
P.O. Box 219, Brampton, Ontario 
Call collect (416) 843-2246 
Distributor Territories Available 
(Continued from Page 8) 
which conducted a study at the request of the 
Navy's Bureau of Medicine and Surgery), the 
townspeople are still worried, and the health 
officer is working elsewhere. All of this could have 
been avoided had the drinking water standard 
been set more appropriately at 0.2 milligram per 
liter (13) . 
A similar unpleasant situation could have been 
avoided in the Coho salmon-DDT episode had the 
tolerance limit of DDT in fish been set at 20 parts 
per million instead of 5. There is evidence that hu-
man intakes of DDT in far greater quantities than 
20 parts per million were entirely safe and that the 
tolerance limit of 5 parts per million is 
unnecessarily severe 04). 
To an even greater degree, unnecessarily severe 
standards for air pollutants should be avoided, es-
pecially those standards not strictly related 
to health , for example particulates and sulfur 
dioxide. Here, the result of almost total elimina-
tion is . either! tremendous and disproportionate 
costs to industry (costs that are ultimately passed 
on to the public) or the shutting down of industries, 
with the resulting loss of personal and state in-
come. 
Clearly, the establishment of unnecessarily 
severe standards for all types of pollutants must be 
avoided-for a number of good and sufficient rea-
sons; otherwise, their repercussions will be felt in 
a variety of undesirable ways. 
Commandment 4 
Determine realistic levels. What is realistic may 
be defined for each pollutant type (air, water, and 
food) as follows. For air, tested levels (dosages) 
should bracket the national average concentration 
of a particular pollutant in urban air by at least one 
logarithmic decrement and two logarithmic incre-
ments. Tested levels for water pollutants should 
similarly bracket the national average for the par-
ticular pollutant found in surface waters. In like 
manner for food contaminants, the focal point for 
bracketing in this instance being the intended level 
of addition ; or, when naturally occurring or 
environmentally imposed, the span of tested dos-
ages should embrace three logarithmic incre-
ments. 
Establishing dosage-response relationships in 
this manner provides three determinants critical 
to the setting of realistic permissible limits or 
standards: a "no-effect," a borderline, and a 
"frank-effect" level. From these determinants, 
a permissible limit can be selected at some point 
below the no-effect level. A known safety factor, 
the magnitude of which would be commensurate 
with the seriousness of the response, can be in-
corporated in this limit. 
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To what extent have efforts to date met these 
minimal requirements? Examination of the cri-
teria used for developing guides and standards in 
all three areas reveals that they have rarely con-
formed. Haste to "put a number on it" 05) has 
resulted in criteria developed by heavy-handed, 
opportunistic toxicologists driven by a "look what 
I found" attitude, and acceptance of weak, or even 
questionably related, information by harried stan-
dard-setters grasping at straws under legal 
pressure to comply with an unreasonable deadline. 
Current instances abound in all three areas of 
pollution . For air, criteria have been accepted for 
some of the more common urban pollutants on 
evidence no stronger than a highly questionable 
statistical association- where adverse effects on 
health were "possibly related" to the pollutant 
investigated. [For water, see (3).J In the case of 
food , low-protein diets, or better, diets devoid of 
protein, resulted in the g~atly increased lethality 
of several pesticides for rats(16). However, com-
panion studies for effects under realistic environ-
mental conditions were not performed; nor has 
anyone considered the question of how human 
beings on such a diet would be exposed to signifi-
cant levels of pesticides. 
Clearly, nothing short of determining complete 
dosage-response relationships is acceptable, if 
solid, unassailable criteria are to be provided. No 
(Continued on Page 14) 
SEEDBEDS·SOD 
TEES·GREENS 
and FAIRWAYS 
need the susta ined feedi ng of NITROFORM "' nitrogen 
- a urea form turf food that is long -la stin g, nonburn -
ing, odo rl ess. resists leaching, and builds a residua l. 
Available as gran ular free -flowin g BLUE-CHIP" for me-
cha nical spreaders and as sprayable POWDER BLUE• 
for liquid application . 
When using balanced fertilizers. 
look for the BLUE CHIP tag 
on the bag to be sure that at 
least one- haLt of the Nitrogen 
is from Ni~roform . 
• HER CU LES TRADEM AR K 
HERCULES 
I NCOl'll "0""AT• D 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMICALS 
SYNTHETICS DEPARTMENT 
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19899 
STH 6 7 - IJ 
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purposeful evaluation can be made by 
determining such relationships from a single 
point. 
Along the lines of appropriate data-gathering, 
two ancillary commandments, applying chiefly to 
epidemiologic studies, should be heeded: (i) study 
hypersusceptible populations, and (ii) make 
repeated samplings. 
It becomes obvious upon slight reflection that, 
in assessing the effects that extremely low levels 
of pollutants have on human populations, a far 
greater chance of success ls assured by studying 
the most susceptible populations. Such a proce-
dure avoids the "diluting" effect of a random 
sample. For example, a study of the effects of 
air pollutants that irritate the respiratory sys-
tem should single out asthmatics, people with a 
hereditary deficiency of antitrypsln serum (can-
didates for hereditary pulmonary emphysema) 
07), and people with a deficiency of leukocytic 
enzymes (candidates for chronic granulomatous 
disease) 08). Such groups are now readily iden-
tified by simple blood tests -a deficiency of serum 
antitrypsln by the procedure of James et al. 09), 
and a deficiency of leukocytic enzymes by Schlegel 
and Bellantl (20). This is so obvious a procedure 
for increasing the sensitivity of epidemiologic in-
vestigations that it is surprising that greater use 
has not made of it (21). The procedure ls applica-
ble to other types of pollutants as well. For exam-
ple, hypersusceptlbility to waterborne nitrate, a 
condition caused by hereditary methemoglobine-
mla (in Alaskan Eskimos and Indians), may be 
identified by a test for met hemoglobin: nicotlna-
mide adenine dinucelotide oxidoreductase (22). 
One of the most serious deficiencies in the use of 
the epidemiologic method is the complete lack of 
repeated sampling of the population under study. 
Far-reaching conclusions on the health hazards of 
pollutants have invariably been based on the analy-
sis of one sample taken at one time. Dally varia-
tions in personal habits of eating, drinking, and 
sleeping, as well as environmental variations in 
temperature and humidity, which influence not 
only the duration and intensity of exposure but also 
the metabolism of the pollutant, can result in great 
circadian variations in the same individual from 
day to day. Obviously, only repeated samplings 
can provide a reliable estimate of an individual's 
response to a particular pollutant. 
Commandment 5 
Interpret the "Delaney clause" with informed 
scientific judgment. This much-maligned clause 
has become an excuse for oncologists to use inap-
propriate and unrealistically high levels in testing 
for carcinogenic potential. Why this approach has 
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been used so uniformly and without exception 
since the law's enactment in 1958 is difficult to un-
derstand. The Delaney clause (23) reads: "That 
no additive shall be deemed to be safe if it ls found 
to induce cancer when ingested by man or animal, 
or if it is found, after tests which are appropriate 
for the evaluation [italics added]. . .. " A review of 
the data purporting to demonstrate carcinogeni-
city shows complete disregard for the qualifying 
clause relating to appropriateness. Why? 
Commandment 6 
Determine trends, not pro tempore monitoring. 
To take official action to ban distribution and con-
sumption of industrial commodities on the basis of 
newly discovered environmental levels without 
the perspective afforded by comparison with past 
levels in the environment, is to put unbridled en-
thusiasm for environmental control ahead of com-
mon sense. The most flagrant violations of this 
commandment are the previously noted recom-
mendations that tuna and swordfish be confisca-
ted or denied access to the family dining table. One 
moment's reflection would reveal that the concen-
tration of mercury in the oceans has not changed 
perceptibly since the white men reached these 
shores, and that men have eaten these fish and 
lived and died without signs or symptoms of mer-
cury poisoning. This is not to say that local, aqu-
eous mercury or other excess pollutants should 
not be spotted and, when possible, controlled, but 
that the thoughtless and irrational extension of a 
Try our FUNGICIDES 
HERBICIDES 
INSECTICIDES 
LIQUID & SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS 
WETIING AGENTS 
SINCE 1939 
phone 373-1394 
P.O. Box 267 MARIETIA, OHIO 45750 
local finding to global dimensions is inconceivable 
in persons of sound mind (24). 
Accordingly, investigators should determine 
trends before summoning the news media, in order 
that they may present the current picture fairly 
in relat ion to the past. 
Commandment 7 
Delimit banning. With the reexamination of the 
list of foods generally regarded as safe (25) by the 
National Research Council's Food Protection 
Committee has come a succession of bannings of 
long-used food additives, coumarin (vanilla fla-
vor), safrole (root beer flavor), red and yellow food 
colorings derived from coal tar products, and cy-
clamates . These compulsory actions on food addi-
tives are now setting a pattern for banning indus-
trial chemicals , but for entirely different reasons . 
The banned food additives were either unnecess-
ary or could be readily substituted with less harm-
ful substances. Not so the totally banned DDT and 
alkyl mercury compounds. First, DDT does not 
present an " imminent hazard" to public health , 
despite misstatements to the contrary; second, 
its use for controlling the spread of malaria and 
African trypanosomiasis is unexcelled, and equi-
valent substitutes are not available at this time 
(26). Nevertheless, the banning of DDT "for all 
uses " was made official by court order ( 27) , in 
spite of remonstrances and admonitions from the 
World Health Organization. Similarly, evidence is 
being gathered to ban organic mercurials, al-
though in some uses (treating seeds for example ) 
the mercurials are agents par excellence. 
Instead of wholesale banning in situations of this 
sort, limited use should be permitted by a proce-
dure of " licensing" and provisions for "restricted 
use." Such procedures have been used in the U.S. 
S. R. for about a decade (28) and are working well. 
Monsanto, the sole producer of the polychlorbi-
phenyls , highly persistent but relatively nontoxic 
chemicals for mammalian species, has voluntar-
ily adopted a form of this "restricted use" by con-
fining its sales and distribution only to those uses 
and processes known to be controllable. Such pro-
cedures offer a saner approach to environmental 
control than do the present ventures of complete 
removal from commerce. 
Consequences of Dereliction 
When the pollution-oriented health administra-
tors and the public alike begin to focus clearly on 
the enormity of the bill that would be required to 
reduce pollution to meet unnecessarily severe 
standards (versus commandment 3) precipitous-
ly prepared from undigested, dubiously related 
facts (versus commandments 1 and 4) on which 
the public has been ill-advised or misled (versus 
commandment 2), then will come the day of rec-
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koning and rude awakening to the folly of past 
antipollution actions. Already industry has felt 
the bite; shortly, the public will. Hardest hit are 
the mineral and chemical industries. On top of 
multimillion-dollar outlays for air pollution con-
trol, and sums of similar magnitude for water, 
are multibillion-dollar legal suits that stagger the 
imagination, cripple large industry, and elimin-
ate small industries. Two consequences of pro-
found economic importance are the increased 
price of basic chemicals and the loss of employ-
ment. Already a number of small manufacturing 
plants have been forced to close, unable to bear 
the burden of meeting pollution standards. Heavy 
industry, unable to survive on repeated annual 
financial losses or to continue on less than a 4 to 
6 percent profit margin, will ultimately pass the 
needless charge on to the consumer. 
It thus should be evident that such actions, with 
their unbearable consequences, should only be 
taken when it is clear beyond a shadow of scien-
tific doubt that human health is in imminent dan-
ger, as was the case in the localized pollution of 
water by mercury. In all other situations, the 
consequences of eliminating pollution must de-
termine the character of antipollution actions. 
Does the public really want to spend billions to 
reduce particulates in the vicinity of heavy in-
dustry to levels of an air-conditioned, air-filter-
ed home? Or does the public want to ban DDT, 
thereby eliminating the questionable harm to 
the osprey and bald eagle while certainly re-
ducing food production and possibly allowing 
malaria to return to the United States? 
The ruinous concept of "zero tolerance" for pol-
lutants must go! Man has never , before he was a 
man or ever after, survived in an unpolluted void. 
One has only, on a sultry day, to cast his eyes unto 
the terpene-laden haze of the hills, or, on a humid 
day, to bring into view the fog born of condensation 
nuclei of many chemicals from the oceans to rea-
lize that this is true. Physiologically, man needs 
continual toxicologic nudging to maintain the ho-
meostatic mechanisms that keep him physically 
and mentally alert. On the practical side, zero tol-
erance can only be attained by complete elimina-
tion of the source of pollutants, a situation that 
may not be desirable, or, in fact, possible if the 
pollutant is ubiquitous. 
Finally, it may be too much to hope that antipol-
lutionists will not direct a blind eye and turn a deaf 
ear to the precepts I have put forth as necessary 
for proceeding rationally against problems with 
which we are all deeply concerned and involved. 
No matter what the immediate reception may be, 
anti-pollution efforts must ultimately take the dir-
ection indicated in these commandments. or we 
will be faced with an economic upheaval approach-
ing disaster. 
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Creeping Bent Stolons 
(C·l & C·19) 
Windy Acre Farm 
1361 Suffield St. Suffield, Conn. 
Tel. 203 623·9030 
E. J. Pyle, Prop. 
Nursery ideally located for 
New England plantings 
Twenty years growing stolons 
Original stock from R.I. Ex pt. Sta. 
Address: 133 Chester St. 
Hartford, Conn. 06114 
Tel. 203 249-4059 
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SOD FOR THE 
PROFESSIONAL 
MERION BLUE GRASS • FYLKING 
C-1 : C-19 • PUTTING GREEN SOD 
PENNCROSS PUTTING GREEN SOD 
SIMSBURY, CONN. 
Mail Address: 
BOX81 
AVON, CONN. 
Phone Area Code 203 658-6886 
CHIPCO 
HERBICIDES • INSECTICIDES • FUNGICIDES 
MICRONUTRIENTS • WETTING AGENTS 
Specially Formulated for Turf Experts 
A broad line of products for protection and improvement of 
fairways, greens and other fine turf areas. High quality backed 
by over fifty years' experience in manufacturing pesticides. 
Sencl for ·Product Bulletins 
RHODIA INC., CHIPMAN DIVISION 
P .0. Box 309, Bound Brook, New Jersey 08805 
- Reprinted with permission from Down To Earth magazine. Vol. 27. No. 3. 
© 7 9 70 The Dow Chemical Co. 
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Recent developments with Dursban insecticide 
lor chinch bug control 
By W. 0. Miller 
Ag-Organics Department 
Dow Chemical U.S. A. 
Wayside, Mississippi 
SUMMARY 
DURSBAN insecticide has been successfully 
used commercially over the past few years to 
control southern chinch bug (Bllssus tnsularis 
Barber ) in St. Augustine-grass. The label 
recommends application of 1 pound active 
ingredient in 1,300 gallons of water per acre. 
Trials were conducted in 1970 to determine if the 
same amount of active ingredient would be equally 
effective applied in lower volumes of spray 
followed by sprinkling. Trials were also conducted 
to determine if the pest could be controlled by 
applying the insecticide in combination with gran-
ular fertilizer and watering it in. 
Results of the tests were as follows : 
1. Excellent control of the southern chinch bug 
was achieved with applications of DURSBAN M 
insecticide in spray volumes as low as 7.5 gallons 
per acre followed by sprinkling with one acre-inch 
of water. 
2. Excellent control of chinch bugs was achieved 
when DURSBAN insecticide was impregnated on 
granular fertilizers, which were applied to the turf 
and watered in. 
3. Bo th DURSBAN M and DURSBAN MC 
insecticides were satisfactory formulations for 
impregnation of fertilizers . 
4. No phy totoxicity was observed from 
DURSBAN M applied in low volume sprays or 
DURSBAN MC and DURSBAN M when applied on 
impregnated fertilizers. 
Introduction 
Since DURSBAN 2E insecticide was registered 
for control of chinch bugs and sod webworm in 
1966, it has been widely used by professional lawn 
caretakers and pest control operators. The 
current label recommends 1 pound of active in-
gredient in 1,300 gallons of water per acre sprayed 
uniformly over the turf. Although such a 
treatment gives outstanding results, the high 
spray volume is undesirable when high-capacity 
spray equipment is not available. Tests were 
conducted in Mississippi during 1970 to determine 
if equivalent control could be achieved by 
applying the recommended rate of DURSBAN in a 
low spray volume and then sprinkling the treated 
area. 
In some areas it is a common practice to control 
lawn pests by applying granular fertilizers 
impregnated with an insecticide. In 1970, tests 
were conducted in Texas to determine the 
feasibility of combining DURSBAN insecticide 
with granular fertilizers for this use. 
The results of four experiments are reported in 
(Continued on Page 18) 
TURF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
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FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430 
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this paper. The tests are designated as: 
1. Small plot spray volume test. 
2. Large plot spray volume test. 
3. Fertilizer carrier test. 
4. Fertilizer impregnation test. 
Materials and Methods 
All experimental plots were located on St. 
Augustinegrass lawns infested with chinch bugs. 
Thatch, moisture and lawn maintenance varied 
among the test sites. 
Following treatment with insecticide, all plots 
were watered by using overhead sprinklers. 
Approximately one acre inch of water was applied 
to all plots. To determine the sprinkling rate, 4 one-
pint, wide-mouth jars were randomly distributed 
in the area being watered. Sprinkling was 
discontinued when one inch or more water was 
collected in each jar. 
Insecticide Formulations 
1. DURSBAN M emulsifiable insecticide, 
containing 4 pounds of 0, 0-diethyl 0-( 3,5,6-
trichloro-2-pyridyl) phosphorothioate per gallon. 
2. DURSBAN MC insecticidal concentrate, 
containing 6.9 pounds of 0, 0-diethyl 0-(3,5,6-
trichloro-2-pyridyl) phosphorothioate per gallon 
in methylene chloride solution. This product is for 
manufacturing use. 
Fertlllzer Formulations 
1. LONESTAR 16-6-12 complete fertilizer 
manufactured by Texas Farm Products Company, 
Nagadoches, Texas. 
2. VIGORO 12-6-6 complete fertilizer 
manufactured by Swift & Co., Agricultural 
Chemical Division, Houston, Texas. 
3. VERTEGREEN 10-5-5 complete fertilizer 
manufactured by Armour Division, U. S. Steel 
Agricultural Chemicals, Houston, Texas. 
4. ZIP 12-4-8 complete fertilizer manufactured 
by Occidental Chemical, Houston, Texas. 
Large Plot Spray Volume Test, 
Leland, Mississippi 
DURSBAN M insecticide was mixed with water 
to give 1 pound of active ingredient per acre in a 
spray applied at the rate of 7.5 gallons per acre. 
Applications were made with a tractor-mounted 
sprayer utilizing a 10-foot boom equipped with six 
8001 nozzle tips on 20-inch centers. The sprayer 
was operated at 2. 75 mph using a pressure of 20 psi. 
Treatments were made on August 8, 1970, to two 
lawns. One lawn contained 10,000 sq. ft. and the 
other 26,700 sq. ft. Each lawn was divided in half; 
one half was sprinkled with one acre-inch of water 
immediately after application and the other half 
was sprinkled in the same manner 6 hours after 
treatment. 
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Fertlllzer Carrier Test, 
Houston, Texas 
Ten-pound batches of fertilizer were poured into 
a small electrically-powered concrete mixer and 
DURSBAN MC insecticide was applied to the 
tumbling fertilizer using a HOT SHOT paint 
sprayer equipped with a 3X Spraying System 
nozzle tip. The undiluted insecticide was added at 
the proper rate to give 1 pound of active ingredient 
when the fertilizer was applied at the rate of 870 
pounds per acre, or 2 pounds per 100-square-foot 
plot. 
A small fertilizer spreader of the cyclone seeder 
type was used to apply each of the four fert111zer-
insecticide mixtures to two lawns. Treatments 
were made on August 11, 1970. After treatment, all 
lawns were sprinkled with approximately one 
acre-inch of water. The eight treated lawns varied 
in size from 666 to 3,100 square feet. 
Fertlllzer Impregnation Test, 
Leland, Mississippi 
DURSBAN M and DURSBAN MC insecticides 
were each applied to a 10-pound batch of 
LONESTAR fertilizer by intermittently spraying 
the insecticide on the fertilizer and tumbling it in a 
30-gallon drum seed treater. The insecticides were 
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applied with a sprayer similar to the one described 
in the preceding section. The undiluted insecticide 
formulations were applied at the proper rate to 
give one pound of active ingredient per acre when 
the fertilizer-insecticide mixture was applied at 
the rate of 2 pounds per 100 square feet. 
A SCOTT Spreader was used to apply each of the 
fertilizer-insecticide mixtures to one of two 500-
square foot plots which were located adjacently in 
an infested lawn. Treatments were made August 
21, 1970. After treatment the plots were sprinkled 
with approximately one acre-inch of water. 
Method of Evaluation 
A flotation method was used to count chinch bugs 
in the plots before and at various intervals after 
treatment. This method employs the use of a 12-
inch section of 6-inch diameter metal pipe. The 
edge on one end of the pipe was sharpened to aid in 
cutting through the turf. The sharpened end was 
driven through the turf and into the soil approx-
imately 2 inches. Water was then poured in the 
cylinder and the water level was maintained above 
the turf for 5 minutes, during which time chinch 
bugs floated to the surface. As each chinch bug 
broke the surface it was removed and recorded as 
"alive" or "dead". The number of chinch bugs 
counted was multiplied by a factor of 5.1 to convert 
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to the number per square foot. Three counts were 
made in each plot at each sampling date. 
Results and Discussion 
Small Plot Spray Volume Test 
This experiment was conducted on four lawns 
which had high populations of chinch bugs that had 
obviously damaged the turf in some locations. 
Results are shown in Table 1. 
Counts made one day after treatment showed 
that DURSBAN M insecticide applied at the rate 
of 1 lb. a.i./ A caused a significant decrease in the 
chinch bug populations. Due to the location of these 
small plots in respect to surrounding untreated 
areas, a continuous pressure was exerted by in-
sects moving into the treated areas for 
approximately two weeks. The observance of dead 
insects in the treated areas at 1, 2, and 5 weeks post-
treatment indicates that DURSBAN M insecticide 
was still effective at the indicated time. 
Due to a steady decline of the turf condition in 
the untreated areas, the chinch bug population 
began to decline very rapidly. One untreated 
check plot was void of all St. Augustinegrass one 
week after the initiation of the test. Under these 
severe conditions, spray volumes as low as 50 
gallons per acre, followed by watering, gave 
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excellent protection against chinch bugs on St. 
Augustinegrass for 6 weeks . 
Large Plot Spray Volume Test 
One week after the Small Plot Spray Volume 
Test was initiated, high populations of chinch bugs 
in surrounding lawns began to kill areas of the turf. 
Larger plots were established in these lawns to 
evaluate DURSBAN M insecticide applied in a 
lower spray volume. 
The data in Table 2 show that excellent control 
was obtained for six weeks after DURSBAN M 
insecticide applied in a lower spray volume. 
The data in Table 2 show that excellent control 
was obtained for six weeks after DURSBAN M 
insecticide was applied at the rate of 1 lb. a.i. / ~in 
7.5 gals. of spray per acre followed by watering 
with 1 acre-inch of water. This treatment was 
equally effective whether water was applied one or 
six hours after application of the insecticide. 
Fertlllzer Carrier Test 
As shown in Table 3, DURSBAN MC insecticide 
applied at the rate of 1 lb. a.i. I A in combination with 
granular fertilizers followed by watering 
controlled chinch bug populations for eight weeks 
on St. Augustinegrass lawns. DURSBAN MC in-
secticide was equally effective when impregnated 
on the four different granular fertilizers. 
Fertlllzer Impregnation Test 
Before post-treatment counts were made in the 
preceding test, some question arose concerning 
the uniformity of impregnation of the granular 
fertilizer that was achieved using the required 
small volume of the highly concentrated 
DURSBAN MC insecticide. Therefore, another 
experiment was initiated to compare effectiveness 
of granular fertilizers impregnated with 
DURSBAN MC with that of fertilizer impregnated 
with the less concentrated DURSBAN M which 
might be expected to give more uniform coverage 
due to the larger volume required to obtain the 
same concentration of active ingredient on the 
granular fertilizer. 
The data presented in Table 4 show that 
fertilizers impregnated with the two insecticide 
formulations gave equally effective control of 
chinch bugs. Results from this test, as well as 
those from the preceding test, indicate that 
DURSBAN MC insecticide can be used to 
uniformly impregnate granular fertilizer despite 
the low volume required to obtain the proper 
concentration. 
Phytotoxtclty 
During the course of these experiments, 
observations were made to determine if any of the 
treatments were injurious to the turf. No 
phytotoxicity resulted from DURSBAN M 
insecticide applied in different spray volumes or 
from DURSBAN MC and DURSBAN M 
insecticides applied on impregnated granular 
fertilizers. 
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